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Stephen Binet
Portrait
After a solid classical training
(teaching Nicole Duros, Marie-Claire
Laroche, David Chevalier, Tuy-Anh
Vuong, Jean-Michel Distel) while
continuing
his
research
in
Musicology at the University of
Paris
IV-Sorbonne
(Master
of
Psychology and teaching of music
under the direction of Jean-Pierre
Mialaret, Laurent Cugny and JeanMarc Chouvel), Stephen Binet began
jazz at the Conservatory of Issy les
Moulineaux, with pianist Ludovic de
Preissac. He won first prize in
piano jazz in 2006 and a price
development in 2007.
Musician in various configurations
(Big Band of the Sorbonne, Tentet of
Eric Schultz, etc..), He continued
his studies at the Conservatory of
EDIM and Bourg-la-Reine in 2007
where
he
obtained
a
DEM
jazz
alongside
Vincent
Jacqz,
Eric
Schultz, Gary Brunton. During his
training, he receives criticism from
pianists such as Manuel Rocheman,
Michel Barbe, Franck Avitabile, Thierry Eliez, Thierry Lalo, Laurent Coq.
Winner of the first European Music Circuit Training (EMTC), Stephen Binet
part in various master classes (Nguyen Lê, Marc Copland, Ben Monder,
Roscoe Mitchell, William Parker, Guillaume de Chassy, Marc Ducret, Karim
Ziad) and for two years following the composition’s lessons of pianistcomposer Laurent Coq.
In 2009, he was a finalist in the Boris Vian jazz competition.
He has played with Nicolas Vrancken, Camille Poupat, Hikmet Thiéry,
Joachim Govin, Nicolas Charlier, Basile Mouton, Martin Wangermée, Duylinh
Nguyen, Jean-Pierre Rebillard, Patrick Filleul, Thibault Perriard, Oliver
DeGabriele, François Malandrin, Michel Pastre, Julien Verdier, Nicolas
Pfeiffer, Damien Varaillon, Ricardo Izquierdo, Guillaume Duvignau,
Christophe Beuzer, Cesar Poirier, Zacharie Abraham, Florian Bellecourt,
Khalid Kouhen, Gautier Garrigue, Olivier Bogé. Stephen Binet holds the DE
and jazz and during its training in Cefedem Ile de France, he worked with
Sylvain Beuf, Jean-Luc Fillon, Olivier Leger, Franck Herrgott, Laurent
Colombani and Gilles Pausanias. He now teaches at the conservatories of
Guyancourt, Marcoussis and Colombes.

Stephen Binet Quintet
Tribute to Horace Silver
Leader of the hard bop movement in the 60s, Horace Silver is one of the
greatest pianists and composer in the history of jazz. Stephen Binet
surrounds himself with musicians of the jazz scene in Paris in the
exercise of broken swing in 2010 and creates original quintet with
trombone (Hikmet Thiéry) and alto saxophone (Camille Poupat) to live this
music steeped in tradition and modernity, both strong and delicate.
Drawing extensively in the jazz tradition with the arrangement of pieces
of the great master's music is popular and Stephen Binet close to the
roots of jazz: the ear more knowledgeable will appreciate his cunning and
clever rewrites.
The first EP on this project was released in February 2011 under the name
"Completely HS tribute to Horace Silver.

Many concert in France : Sunset Jazz Club, Espace Scribe l'Harmattan, le
Kibélé, Pavillon Henri IV, Le River Café, « sous les Préaux » Jazz
Festival,
Salle
de
la
Tour,
Théâtre
Alexandre
Dumas,
Théâtre
deMenilmontant, Pôle Musique « La Batterie », Summer Music Festival in
Lourmarin.

Stephen Binet Quartet
A jazz comtemporary band
With its modern jazz quartet, Stephen Binet in 2012 is a directory of
personal compositions of group members (Julien Verdier, Nicolas Pfeiffer,
Joachim Govin) as well as original compositions by musicians of the
current jazz scene. Refined acoustic music, combining modernity and
tradition that these great musicians to make available to defend the most
enlightened amateurs as the ears most neophytes. An album containing all
the compositions of Stephen Binet is in preparation.

Many concert in France : Sunside Jazz Club, Salle de la Tour, Colombes
Jazz Festival, Big Band Festival in Pertuis, La Maison du TennisPart,
Summer Music Festival in Lourmarin, Pôle musique « La Batterie ».

We talk about ...
"Stephen Binet has a remarkable talent. He managed to keep all their soul in the same
compositions virtuosity that his colleagues are too often mechanically. It is really
into music and there is entrerceuxquil'écoutent. " - Emmanuel de la Taille, French
Journalist (January 2012)
"Stephen Binet reminds me of a narrative emotion always controlled where we perceive
the balancing between the examination and intense. " - Morad El Hattab, French essayist
(January 2012)
"Saying that" was dropping "the ropes with jazz Stephen Binet may be excessive, since
we were already on board, especially if his music virtuoso, if your free was not built
for less drag on the wave, "thinking of you" or leaving "trip." It was still rejoicing
in the coffin out music reshuffled and "dead" to be able to make a song that would be
one of today while being very "easy" access. It seems that the pianist-composer, who
also made us discover an extraordinary piece, transcribed for solo piano - Fred Hersch,
can technically afford much. In any case, we had to travel unexpectedly. " - DodoRock
De Chez Toi (October 2011)
"The oath of Horace. Binet Stephen, pianist revives jazz of yesteryear and pays tribute
to the great artists with his quintet. A delicate but strong performance revisits the
timeless work of Horace Silver, leader of the hard bop movement. » - La Batterie,
Guyancourt, (May 2011)
"This is a very moving concert Sunday were attended many jazz fans in the castle of
Lourmarin. Horace Silver's music living legend of jazz was transcended by the talent of
these young artists, combining lively rhythmic sounds subtle and intimate, breathtaking
virtuosity. flies Stephen Binet difficulties, it is necessary for his masterful
improvisations, dialogues with bassist Zachary Abraham are moments of happiness and
excitement for this audience, all punctuated by the omnipresence the battery Nicolas
Vrancken. throughout the evening, these three musicians shared their complicity with
the audience captivated by their enormous talent and their ease on stage. A big thank
you to all three. " - Adele Auriol, violinist (July, 2010).
"The Stephen Binet Quintet pays tribute to Horace Silver, jazz pianist and composer,
figurehead of hard-bop movement and founder of funky jazz. Gives us pleasure to hear
this all the musical dimension is infinite and controlled multiplied by five to vibrate
the public. richness of their training and knowledge of classical architecturent a
musical universe of acute intelligence. single game pianist Stephen Binet and sense of
swing accomplices of these artists by the love of music, we still promise an
exceptional concert by the new Jazz Messengers of Paris! for your pleasure, a concert
not to be missed essential. " - Fatima Guemiah, communications manager Scribe Harmattan
(March 2010)
"Success for Stephen Binet Trio. [...] The room was full to appreciate the talent of
musicians in a repertoire of jazz history dating from 1928 to 2000 through the classic
blues and swing [...]. A great moment of jazz and shared emotions. » - LA TRIBUNE,
(August 2009)
"Evening Jazz successful. The three musicians were "great" in inserting the classical
repertoire of Duke Ellington, Dave Brubeck and Errol Garner. [...] It was a great
evening with lots of friendly people in a natural [...].» - LE DAUPHINE LIBERE, (August
2009)
"The Stephen Binet Trio has charmed the audience. At elegance, refinement musical
pianist Stephen Binet, combine the verve and passion of bassist Philippe Bonnefond that
completes a subtle rhythmic variety distilled drummer Nicolas Vrancken sounding in
perfect harmony with the game partners [. ..]. " - LA PROVENCE(July 2009)

CONTACT
Stephen Binet
Tel : +33 6 82 88 69 95
Mail :
stephenbinet@wanadoo.fr
WebSite :
http://www.stephenbinet.fr
Reverbnation :
http://www.reverbnation.com/stephenbinet
MySpace :
http://myspace.com/stephenbinet
YouTube :
http://fr.youtube.com/stef0711

